Click on Find Articles & Databases to get to Factiva or Proquest Newspapers.

You may need to sign in with your Student ID# and pin# if you are off campus. Click here to make a pin#.

Questions??? Contact Mira Foster at mira@fsu.edu and on IM/Yahoo: mirasfsu

From the Library’s Find a Database page, choose Factiva or Proquest Newspapers.

To search for an article in Factiva…

Select both Financial Times and FT.com to search both kinds of articles.

Choose your “Source” or publication name.

Change the date range for more recent articles.

To read the Financial Times London edition headlines, select News Pages.

Select resources from the United Kingdom.

Scroll down the page for Financial Times content.

To search for an article using ProQuest Newspapers…

Specify that you want articles from ONLY Financial Times and ft.com in your results.

Select the date range you want for more recent articles.

Select the newspaper section you’d like to read.

Click on the headline to read the full text of the article.

Questions??? Contact Mira Foster at mira@fsu.edu and on IM/Yahoo: mirasfsu